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Unlike other applications that only optimize PNGs, JPGs and GIFs, this extension will optimize JPGs, GIFs and PNGs at the same time. This allows you to quickly optimize the images in just a few seconds. The extension includes a right-click menu that shows you several advanced options to optimize the images: - One click to optimize all images (including hidden and
system images) - One click to revert to original - One click to rename the optimized images - Optimizes all PNGs in the folder - Automatically flattens all nested folders - Optimizes all images within the nested folders - Optimizes all images in the folder recursively (updates all files in all subfolders, even if their type is not supported by SmushIt) Why Image Optimizer is
FREE The standard Image Optimizer app is a standalone app that costs about $10. But Image Optimizer also can be used for free if you've paid for SmushIt, but haven't installed it. The free app just allows you to compress only PNG, GIF, and JPEG images. Image Optimizer FREE is Free Image Optimizer FREE allows you to flatten only PNG, GIF, and JPEG images.

Image Optimizer FULL is Price $9.99 The full version of Image Optimizer will let you do the following: - Flatten all nested folders (including folders inside folders inside folders... etc). - Optimize images in all folders - Optimize images in a specific folder - Optimize ALL PNGs in a specific folder - Optimize all images in a nested folder - Optimize all images in an image's
content. For example, if you have an image named "image.jpg" in a folder named "MyPhotos" it would be optimized if you were to select "MyPhotos\image.jpg" in the file Explorer for optimization. The extension requires a license to enable the advanced features (including the Optimize all images in a specific folder and Optimize all images in a nested folder). The

extension will only work on versions of Windows that have the SmushIt Windows XP Sp3/SmushIt Windows Vista Sp3/SmushIt Windows 7 Sp2/SmushIt Windows 8.1/8/7 etc) installed. SmushIt is a free download from the Windows website here To enable the advance features of Image Optimizer, you must first purchase the

Image Optimizer Extension Free

Strip EXIF metadata from images! Squash images down to around 100KB for faster download! Optimize images in a directory by right-clicking the folder and selecting "Optimize Existing Files" Added option to write a log to the user's notification area for debugging (in Debug mode) Increased speed of the website, including faster page display, faster HTTP requests, faster
WCF calls and far superior cacheing. Minimum Internet Explorer version 10 required. IMPORTANT: This release is not fully tested on anything less than IE 10 and works best in 64bit Windows 7 or later. Add pre-compiled DLLs to the "Extension Bar". Unfortunately SmushIt doesn't have an installer so you'll have to add the 3 DLLs yourself. A backup tool should be

included to let you restore and re-optimize a folder. Support for the Sitecore Admin Extensions has been removed. A new membership site has been created to work with the new Sitecore Licensing API (SMAA). I'm no longer on the project and can't support that. Fixed JSLink not being available in some pages. Fixed an issue where there was a duplicate menu item that
could break the extensions. UPDATE: This package now includes support for a basic image Resizer. If you have any feedback, comments, or features you'd like to see, please let me know. Before installing this extension you should download a Backup Tool and Store it on your system. Failure to do so will result in data loss. The new Sitecore Admin Extensions for 4.0 are

now released and available for download. Several new features have been added to the extension and a full list of what is new is provided below. As part of this Sitecore CMS Upgrade, a few things have changed about the Sitecore Admin Extensions, one of which is the ability to update your Sitecore Remote Cache to the latest version. For those of you who are running 2.5.1
or earlier, please go and update your cache before continuing. If you're having trouble with the Admin Extensions, here are some things you can try to get it working: Install the latest Internet Explorer (IE) Look at your Application Pool for the new URL associated with the Admin Extensions. If it's not there, then add it by double-clicking it and updating 91bb86ccfa
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Image Optimizer Extension

Works for any folder or image in Visual Studio 2008, 2010 and 2012. Image Optimizer Extension doesn't require any configuration options and you don't need to install or uninstall the extension. Just drag and drop images or folders in Visual Studio and the extension does the rest. After optimizing, the file sizes will be smaller with better quality. Optimizes PNG, GIF and
JPEG images. Includes options to include pre- and post-processing algorithms and compress the images for a faster load time. Feature highlights: * Optimizes PNG, GIF and JPEG files with SmushIt and PunyPNG, without affecting the quality of the images. * Optimizes images by deleting EXIF, XMP, ICC, EXIF color tag and more. * It keeps the original images in a
separate folder on your computer. * Loads optimally with Visual Studio using the default configuration. * Saves optimally to your computer. * Shrinks and prepares images for the web. * Shows the image on the right-click menu. Requirements and Installation: * Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 * Visual Studio 2008, 2010 and 2012 *.NET Framework 2.0 or higher *
Download, extract and run the setup. * Press Yes to install and set shortcuts as defaults. Follow us to receive support and latest updates: Your feedback is very important to us. Please let us know if we can improve it. If you have an image optimization or other extension, please share it here. Please note: * This extension is intended for commercial use only. * You can also
choose to display preview of original images if you want. * This extension was created to save a lot of time during the development cycle. * If you are looking for a file manager or image editor, check out Nifty! Description: About: Rename multiple files or folders at once. Existing folder shortcuts are replaced with new ones. Replaces: Solution Explorer Rename multiple
files or folders at once. You can edit the name of the files one by one, but this is not very effective. With this extension, you can rename the folder or files with just one mouse click. The number of files or folders can be

What's New In?

The goal of the Image Optimizer extension is to optimize image files to save bandwidth. What this means is, when a user uploads a large image file, the file may not be able to be displayed in some situations. This is because the file size is larger than the available size of the image that is being requested. There are two basic things that the Image Optimizer extension does to
ensure that the file is viewable in the specified situations. To do this, the extension looks for a folder containing images that will be optimized. When a folder is specified, the extension will automatically optimize all images in that folder by removing metadata and compressing the images. The extension is updated to have knowledge about the supported image formats such
as: PNG, JPG and GIF. The extension can also automatically detect EXIF meta data. You can let the extension to remove that as well. The extension will also remove the EXIF rotation information from the EXIF data, if that is what the user has defined in the General tab. The extension supports images that are in JPEG format and will automatically optimize these images as
well. If an image is in other formats such as PNG, GIF or TIFF, the extension will still work as expected, but the optimization will be different. For example, the extension would only optimize the image, it would not remove the meta data as this could cause some image formats to no longer display properly. Whenever the image is not optimized, the extension displays an
information icon in the folder and an information icon at the bottom of the IDE. There are several ways to go about optimizing a folder or individual images by using the Extension: 1. You can click the Optimize Files button in the IDE. This will open up a dialog that you can use to specify which files to optimize. In this dialog, you will be able to select folders. For example:
You can select folders using the context menu on the folder icon: This will get all the image files in that folder. The dialog will then have a combobox to let you select which formats of image to optimize: 2. You can simply hover over the folder in the Solution Explorer and select the Generate Optimized Images from the context menu: 3. You can right-click on any image in
the Solution Explorer and select Optimize: In addition, you can always manually open up the Optimize Files dialog: There are other icons you can find in the IDE, for example, the
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System Requirements:

Introduction This review covers the powerful but simple PC game that we just had a look at at first here and was released on July 31st as part of Steam's Summer Sale. The game offers an amazing concept where the town of Shikoku is a cut-down version of the real Shikoku with limited functionality and at the same time provides a much more detailed and interactive world.
The game presents you with a series of quests and tasks that you must complete to progress in the story. By default, these tasks can be done in sequence but if you want, you can also
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